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SECURITY ADVISORY

Emotet Malware (The Banking Trojan)
Severity: High
Date: June 29, 2018

IMPACT

INTRODUCTION

New variant of Emotet Banking
Trojan has been spotted on the
radar that leverages
man-in-the-browser & code
inject attack techniques to steal
user's banking credentials and
user's data on to the C2
servers. This would result in
breach of login credentials and
sensitive data entered or
viewed in web browsers or
stored on computer.

New variant of Emotet Banking Trojan has been spotted on the radar that
leverages man-in-the-browser attack & code inject attack techniques to
steal user's banking credentials and user's data on to the C2 servers.
During Q1 of 2018, The malware author of Emotet had partnered with
malware author of TrickBot, to modified source code of Emotet banking
trojan for adding self-spreading component and was under alpha testing
during April 2018. First sample of this new variant was spotted and
analysed on June 11, 2018.

REMEDIATION
• Ensure Microsoft Windows
Workstations and Servers are
up-to-date with latest security
patches.
• Ensure Antivirus Signature
Database is up-to-date and
Antivirus scan is run on daily or
weekly basis.
• Ensure all web browsers are
up-to-date with latest release
and meet Security Benchmark.
• Block IP/Domain/Hashes
mentioned under Indicator of
Compromise section below, on
security devices.

THREAT CAPABILITIES
• Emotet Banking Trojan added support for a self-spreading component to
improve their chances of infecting other victims on the same network.
• It drops a self-extracting RAR ﬁle on infected hosts and uses it to search &
gain access to local network resources via brute-force login attempts.
• It can extract contacts from email clients and spam each victim with
malicious emails.
• It allows attacker to have lateral movement inside a network, help them
to collect banking credentials and steal money from bank accounts using
MitB (Man-in-the-Browser) attacks.
• It is also used to collect credentials of social media accounts, and drop
other malware on infected hosts.

READ
Malware analysis: decoding Emotet
Banking Trojans Add Self-Spreading Worm Components
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SECURITY ADVISORY

GandCrab v4 Ransomware
Severity: Critical
Date: July 4, 2018

IMPACT

INTRODUCTION

This ransomware attack poses
a serious risk of data loss,
which will directly impact
production line, disrupt
business operations and cause
financial loss.

A new variant of GandCrab Ransomware (aka, GandCrab v4) has been
released and it is being distributed via fake crack sites. The GandCrab v4
Ransomware demanding $1200 USD (in DASH cryptocurrency) as a
ransom amount from victims and there is no way to decrypt data that are
encrypted by GandCrab v4 Ransomware.

THREAT CAPABILITIES

REMEDIATION
• Ensure Microsoft Windows
Workstations and Servers are
up-to-date with latest security
patches.
• Ensure Antivirus Signature
Database is up-to-date and
Antivirus scan is run on daily or
weekly basis.
• Ensure User and Service
accounts are using least
privilege.
• Block IP/ Domain /Hashes
mentioned under Indicator of
Compromise section below, on
security devices.

• GandCrab v4 Ransomware will scan the computer and any network
shares for ﬁles to encrypt.
• When scanning for network shares, it will enumerate all shares on the
network and not just mapped drives.
• When it encounters a targeted ﬁle, it will encrypt the ﬁle and then append
the .KRAB extension to the encrypted ﬁle name.

READ
GandCrab V4 Released With the New .KRAB Extension for Encrypted Files
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IBM WebSphere Application Server (with SAML) Information Disclosure Vulnerability
Severity: High
Date: July 5, 2018

IMPACT

VULNERABILITY

IBM WebSphere Application
Server using malformed SAML
responses from the SAML
identity provider could allow a
remote attacker to obtain
sensitive information.

This vulnerability affects the following versions and releases of IBM
WebSphere Application Server:

REMEDIATION
Please download the
Prerequisite UpdateInstaller
before applying following
available Patches to respective
WebSphere Application Server:
1.For WebSphere Application
Server (Traditional / Hypervisor)
Edition v9.0.0.0 through v9.0.0.8,
apply available Patches
9.0.0.0-WS-WASProd-IFPI78804
or upgrade to v9.0.0.9 or later.
2.For WebSphere Application
Server (Traditional / Hypervisor)
Edition V8.5.0.0 through
8.5.5.13, apply available Patches
8.5.5.0-WS-WASProd-IFPI78804
or upgrade to 8.5.5.14 or later.
3.For WebSphere Application
Server (Traditional / Hypervisor)
Edition V8.0.0.0 through
8.0.0.15, apply available Patches
8.0.0.4-WS-WASProd-IFPI78804
or upgrade to v9.0.0.9 or later.
Important: IBM WebSphere
Application Server v7.0 and v8.0
are no longer in full support.
IBM’s Statement recommends
upgrading to a ﬁxed or
supported version of the
product.

•
•
•
•

Version 9.0
Version 8.5
Version 8.0
Version 7.0

READ
• Security Bulletin: Information disclosure in WebSphere Application
Server with SAML (CVE-2018-1614)
• PI78804: Information disclosure in WebSphere Application Server with
SAML (CVE-2018-1614)
• IBM WebSphere Application Server Unspecified Flaw in SAML Response
Processing Lets Remote Users Obtain Potentially Sensitive Information
on the Target System

SECURITY ADVISORY

A New Malware Attack Hijacks Desktop
Shortcuts to Deliver Backdoor
Severity: High
Date: July 5, 2018

IMPACT
A new malware attack that uses
Word documents embedded
with malicious macros to trick
users into executing a backdoor
program, and then steal
information from infected
computers and sent it to email
accounts via the SMTP servers.
This would result in breach of
login credentials and sensitive
data stored in web browser or
stored on computer.

REMEDIATION
• Ensure Microsoft Windows
Workstations and Servers are
up-to-date with latest security
patches.
• Ensure Antivirus Signature
Database is up-to-date and
Antivirus scan is run on daily or
weekly basis.
• Ensure Macro is disabled in
Microsoft Office Product.
• Block URL/Hashes mentioned
under Indicator of
Compromise section below, on
security devices.

INTRODUCTION
A new malware attack that uses Word documents embedded with
malicious macros which modifies legitimate application shortcut files from
the Windows desktop to trick users into executing a backdoor program,
and then steal information from infected computers and sent it to email
accounts via the SMTP servers of rambler.ru and meta.ua.

THREAT CAPABILITIES
• This new malware attack downloads a backdoor program from Google
Drive or GitHub, then scans the computer’s desktop for shortcuts of
popular applications: Skype, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and
Internet Explorer. If these shortcuts are found, the script replaces their
target links with the path to the newly downloaded backdoor program.
• The downloaded backdoor program also tries to masquerade as one of
those legitimate applications to evade detection.
• It also creates a rogue Windows service called “WPM Provider Host” that
will run in the background and download additional components such as
WinRAR and the Ammyy Admin remote administration tool, to steal
information from infected computers.

READ
Malicious Macro Hijacks Desktop Shortcuts to Deliver Backdoor.
Macros-based Attack Deploys Malware by Hijacking Desktop Shortcuts.
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SECURITY ADVISORY

Smoke Loader Malware
Severity: High
Date: July 5, 2018

IMPACT

INTRODUCTION

A new strain of malware called
Smoke Loader uses TrickBot’s
(Banking Trojan) C2 Servers for
carrying out malware
operations. It leverages the
PROPagate injection technique
to inject code which downloads
and executes additional
malwares on the compromised
system and evade detection. This
would result in breach of login
credentials and sensitive data
stored on computer.

A new strain of malware called Smoke Loader have been active since June
05, 2018 and uses TrickBot’s (Banking Trojan) C2 Servers for carrying out
malware operations. This malware drops additional malwares such as
Banking Trojan, Keylogger and ransomware as part of infection chain and
C2 operations. Malware authors of Smoke Loader and TrickBot had
collaborated to develop this malware that leverages the PROPagate
injection technique to inject code which downloads and executes
additional malwares on the compromised computer and evade detection.

REMEDIATION
• Ensure Microsoft Windows
Workstations and Servers are
up-to-date with latest security
patches
• Ensure Antivirus Signature
Database is up-to-date and
Antivirus scan is run on daily or
weekly basis.
• Block IP/Domain/Hashes
mentioned under Indicator of
Compromise section, on
security devices.

THREAT CAPABILITIES
• Smoke Loader is primarily used as a downloader to drop and execute
additional malware like ransomware, Banking Trojan, Keylogger and
cryptocurrency miners, as part of infection chain and C2 operations.
• It leverages the PROPagate injection technique to inject code which
downloads and executes additional malwares on the compromised
system and evade detection.
• It uses TrickBot’s (Banking Trojan) C2 Servers for carrying out malware
operations.

READ
Smoking Guns - Smoke Loader learned new tricks
This password-stealing malware just added a new way to infect your PC
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